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Solar cell devices have proven to be one of the promising energy resources in the future, 
owing to the following facts: 
First and for most, solar energy is almost always available in all over the world and is an  
infinite source unlike fossil fuels or other finite resources. Secondly, the expenses 
associated with the fabrication of solar cell devices, are much less than the fabrication 
costs of other energy generators. This is because the sun energy is free of charges. 
Besides, the materials that are used in the solar cell structure are mainly from the most 
abundant elements on the earth such as silicon. Thirdly, this source of energy is not in 
conflict with the issue of natural environment pollution. In turn, it helps in eliminating the 
concern of contamination production, which is a direct result of fossil fuel consumption.  
Having investigated for the benefits of these photovoltaic devices, we were motivated to 
do some significant work in improving the efficiency of these renewable energy 
resources. Therefore, searching for the best solar cell configurations (planar-Si and 
SiNW) from the literatures and modeling the optoelectrical characteristics of them by the 
commercial software was the first step taken in this area. In broad terms, in this work we 
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investigated the optical and electrical characteristics of the hybrid solar cells as well as 
analyzing the simulation results for investigating the optimum characteristic of the device 
for having a higher efficiency and cost effective solar cell.  
In this study, we have shown that increasing the trap density reduces the short circuit 
current, open circuit voltage and the FF in the planar-Si structure. Note that, the same 
results have been obtained in the SiNW structure except for the short circuit current 
which did not change by altering the trap density in the SiNW cell configuration.  
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that increasing the Si material length, enhances the solar 
cell efficiency, in both SiNW and planar-silicon structures when the dopant concentration 
of the silicon is 1×?????????. However, it is found that when Si is doped with 
6×???????? atoms, increasing the Si material thickness, does not change the current 
density and FF in the planar-Si structure while it improves the short circuit current and 
the cell efficiency in the SiNW based solar cells. By investigating the effect of dopant 
concentration on the planar configuration, we found that Si substrates with higher dopant 
concentrations did not result in a better solar cell efficiency. While, in the SiNW 
structure, the wires with higher dopant concentrations have shown to have a better cell 
efficiency. Finally, PEDOT: PSS polymer has been found to be a good candidate as the p-
type material, since it can make a good heterojunction with silicon in the form of 
nanowires.  
Therefore, this work enables the correlation of silicon material height, dopant 
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More recently global warming has been accepted as a serious problem originated from 
fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum and gases. In 2011 approximately 9,000 million short 
tons of coal were consumed for releasing the energy [1]. Since one ton of coal creates 
2.86 tons of CO2 for creating energy [2], about 25,000 million tons of CO2 has been 
produced only during this year. Most scientists believe that the growth in the production 
rate of CO2 is responsible for climate changes and global warming which can have 
adverse effects on human being’s life style. Furthermore, every day people are 
demanding for more energy, which is basically due to the increase in their population. 
Researchers have found that today around 7 billion people are living on the earth while 
the population of world is predicted to be around 9 billion in 2040. Besides, the 
international energy outlook 2013, has forecasted that the energy consumption will grow 
by 56% in 2040 compared to 2010. Therefore, if the rate of energy consumption is going 
to further increase, we would be run out of gas and oil reserves in the future. As a result, 
the problem of global warming and lack of resources would be an issue. Consequently, 
human being is looking for alternative energy sources such as solar cells, wind, biomass 
and so on. Since the source of energy for running solar cell devices is the sun, they can be 
considered as simple and low cost sources for energy production. Furthermore, the 
energy of the incident light per 1 hour to the earth is more than the whole humans energy 
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consumption per year [3], that further emphasizes on the choice of solar cells as a 
promising source of energy in the near future. 
1.1. Photovoltaic Devices 
Solar cell is a semiconductor device, which consists of two regions with different dopant 
concentrations, where in the n-type region the concentration of electrons and in the p-type 
region, the concentration of holes is dominated. In other words, solar cell is a p-n junction 
device, which has been developed for capturing the incident light in order to produce 
power for many applications, such as space crafts. Note that, the first solar cell, which 
converted the incident light to the power, was fabricated and designed in Bell 
Laboratories in 1955. Nevertheless, currently solar cell devices face cost and efficiency 
barriers to become one of the widespread energy resources in the industry.  
1.2. First Generation solar cells 
Bulk silicon and ??? ? ? compound semiconductors such as, GaAs are put under the 
umbrella term of “first generation solar cells”. In this type of solar cell, single crystalline 
Si is much more attractive for manufacturers due to its high efficiency and reliability 
among other elements during the past 50 years [4]. However, some high cost and high 
temperature problems exist in the manufacturing processes of this kind of solar cell. Note 
that, the exploited silicon in the first generation solar cells had to have a minimum 
thickness of 100μm, due to its indirect band-gap and low absorption coefficient for 
capturing the incident light [5]. 
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As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the power conversion efficiency of the best crystalline silicon 
solar cell is about 27.6% which is very close to the theoretical Shockley-Queisser limit of 
31% for a single junction solar cell [6]. 
One way to increase the efficiency in the first generation solar cells is to decrease the 
surface recombination. This method can be implemented by adding a high-doped layer at 
the back surface. The reason is that this layer can make a barrier for minority carriers to 
recombine at the back surface, which leads to an increase in the efficiency of the solar 
cell. The other solution in reducing the reflection from the surface is to create pyramids 
by texturing the surface of the device. In the textured silicon surface, when the light 
strikes the surface, reflects to other pyramids rather than reflect back to the air. As a 
result, reflection can be reduced from 35% for flat surface to 20% for texture surface of 
the bulk silicon [7]. Therefore, the short circuit current can increase and improve the 
efficiency. However, there is not much room to decline the fabrication cost, since the 
silicon technology is almost developed. The rate of production of multi and mono 
crystalline silicon solar cells is predicted to be above 80% among all the photovoltaic 
manufactures during 2014 despite the high cost in their manufacturing processes [8]. This 
is an issue that should be solved by the second-generation solar cells.   
1.3. Second generation solar cells 
The production of the second-generation solar cells is dramatically cheaper than the first 
generation however, second generation solar cells have lower power conversion 
efficiencies compared to the first generation solar cells. Thin film and organic solar cells 
are two examples of the second-generation solar cells, which are explained below:  
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1.3.1. Thin film solar cells 
Second-generation solar cells are mainly based on thin films. The goal of thin film solar 
cell is to reduce the manufacturing cost by using thin layers of semiconductors such as, 
silicon (Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and so 
on. As it can be seen in Figure 1.1 their efficiencies can reach to values higher than 20%. 
These layers can be deposited on at substrate by various methods like plasma 
evaporation, plating and vapor growth [7]. These solar cells, benefit from the low cost of 
thin films but at the same time suffer from a large amount of defects inside the Si 
materials and short term stability [9]. One of the base materials for fabrication of the 
second-generation solar cells is CdTe [8]. In 2013 Reports by First Solar, showed that the 
manufacturing cost of a CdTe solar cells is $0.59 per installed watt. However, CdTe is 
proven to be a toxic material which creates a barrier for further development of it in solar 
cell application. 
1.3.2. Organic solar cells 
Another kind of second-generation solar cells are the organic-base photovoltaic. Organic 
solar cells have some benefits such as, high optical absorption coefficient, flexibility and 
lower prices compared to the inorganic solar cells like Silicon-base PVs. However, 
organic solar cells suffer from low conversion efficiency which is due to their low carrier 
mobility and low diffusion lengths [10]. On the other hand, they are in need of high 
energies for dissociation of excitons compared to the inorganic PVs. The reason is that in 
the organic materials the incident photons create mobile excited states instead of free 
electron hole pairs.  Moreover, organic materials have a low dielectric constant which 
results in excitons with high binding energies [11].Therefore, using heterojunction solar 
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cells can be considered as a solution to this problem, since this structure can develop a 
high potential for dissociation of the excitons. This potential is due to the presence of 
organic materials with different electron affinities in the heterojunction solar cells. 
Because of this potential in heterojunction solar cells, electrons can be captured by the n-
type material and holes by the p-type material, after dissociation of the exitons [11]. As 
shown in Figure 1.1 the power conversion efficiency of these kinds of solar cells is in the 
range of 1%-11% with the best performance of 11.1%, which is obtained from organic 









1.4. Third generation solar cells 
Third generation solar cells are still in research work and they are the state of art of the 
photovoltaic devices. That is due to their capability in increasing the efficiency compared 
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to the second generation and reducing the cost compared to the first generation solar 
cells. As shown in Figure 1.2 in this category of solar cells, the power conversion 
efficiency can increase to a value higher than the Shockley and Queisser limit in the 
single junction solar cell by some typical methods. These methods consist of tandem 
solar cells (multi junction solar cells) and using hot carriers through impact ionization 
[13]. In the former method, different band gap materials can absorb photons with 
different energies. While in the latter method, photons with high energies can produce 
other EHPs through impact ionization. Therefore, these methods can help in improving 
the power conversion efficiency in the third generation solar cells. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Efficiency versus cost for the first (1), second (2) and third (3) generation solar cells [14]. 
 
Below are the examples of the third generation solar cells: 
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1.4.1. Radial homojunction Silicon nanowires (SiNW) solar cells 
SiNWs are structures that can be implemented in the fabrication of solar cells with lower 
light reflection from the surface. Radial homojunction SiNW solar cells have indicated to 
have a higher conversion efficiency than the conventional solar cells or the first 
generation solar cells which is due to a shorter collection length for EHPs [5] and a 
reduction in the reflection from the surface without using anti-reflection coatings. 
However, the high cost of manufacturing and high temperature doping methods prevents 
them to be one of the commercialized solar cells [15]. 
1.4.2. Multi-exciton generation solar cells 
In 1961 Shockley and Queisser calculated the maximum thermodynamic efficiency for a 
single junction solar cell to be approximately 31% [6]. This maximum conversion 
efficiency was achieved for semiconductors with band gaps ranging from about 1.2 to 1.4 
eV. On the other hand, photons in the solar spectrum have energies ranging from nearly 
0.5 to 3.5 eV. Therefore, photons with energies less than the band gap the semiconductor 
do not have the sufficient energy to be absorbed by that semiconductor, While photons 
with energies higher than the band gap can be absorbed and create electron hole pairs 
(EHPs) in the semiconductor. Furthermore, photons with energies higher than the band 
gap create an excess kinetic energy that can be calculated by the difference between the 
photon energy, which is incident to the semiconductor, and the band gap energy. Note 
that, Carriers which are created after the absorption of photons might have a temperature 
10 times higher than the lattice temperature of 300 K [16]. This excess kinetic energy of 
the hot carriers can be lost as heat by phonon emission. The phonon lost is one of the 
major factors, which limit the conversion efficiency. One way in reducing the phonon 
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lost is to implement materials with different band gaps (tandem solar cell) along the 
incident light. However the manufacturing cost of these kinds of solar cells is very high 
[17]. The other solution is to exploit hot carriers before their recombination in their 
respective band gap. In this case, hot carries can produce the second electron-hole pair 
through impact ionization [18]. In order to use hot carries for increasing the photocurrent, 
the rate of impact ionization should be higher than other rates of relaxation processes. 
Note that, the carrier-cooling rate can be slowed down in the quantum dot 
semiconductors compared to the bulk semiconductors, which is due to the presence of 
discreet quantized energy levels in the quantum dot semiconductors [17]. 
1.4.3. Hybrid solar cells 
The performance of the organic solar cells is limited by the low diffusion length of 
carriers, poor carrier mobility, and low dissociation probability of the EHPs [19]. These 
issues can be resolved by adding inorganic materials such as CdSe, ZnO and Si which 
have a higher carrier mobility and a wider absorption spectrum [20]. There are three 
types of heterojunctions (organic/inorganic) to be used in the solar cell devices: 1) an 
organic material as the active layer and an inorganic material for transferring carriers to 
the contacts. 2) Both organic and inorganic materials as the active layer for transferring 
the photo generated carriers 3) an inorganic material as the active layer and the organic 
material as a transparent material and as the material for the selective contacts. The latter 
type of heterojunction solar cell is more attractive because of its high carrier mobility and 
wide band absorption spectrum of the inorganic materials [21]. Basically, there are two 
approaches in creating the heterojunction structure between the silicon and PEDOT:PSS 
polymer. The planar-Si/PEDOT:PSS solar cells have some disadvantages such as, low 
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absorption coefficient in Si and poor carrier mobility in polymers. However, in 
SiNW/PEDOT:PSS structure the increase in the area junction of the device results in an 
improvement in the carrier collection efficiency. Furthermore, the lattice mismatch 
problem which was observed in the planar-Si/PEDOT:PSS structure can be resolved by 
the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS radial junction configuration [15]. Moreover, the core/shell 
junction helps charge carriers to travel a shorter distance to reach the junction, which 
enhances the collection efficiency of photo-generated carriers. The short collection length 
in the radial SiNW/PEDOT:PSS junction, is highly beneficial specially in materials with 
short minority carrier diffusion lengths. Therefore, in SiNW/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar 
cells, silicon materials with lower quality or more defects can be used which decreases 
the high cost of fabrication [22]. In addition in this solar cell configuration, the direction 
of the light absorption is orthogonal to the carrier separation therefore, each nano-wire 
can be long in the direction of incident photons to absorb more photons [5]. 
1.4.3.1. Fabrication of hybrid solar cells  
Shiu et al. [23] have examined the specifications of the vertically aligned 
SiNW/PEDOT:PSS heterojunction solar cells by varying SiNWs lengths. They used an n-
type 1-10 Ω-cm Si (100) wafer through an aqueous electroless etching method to create 
SiNWs [24]. They showed that through a solution based method the PEDOT and SiNW 
create a core-sheath heterojunction device. The advantage of this device is that the area of 
the junction has been increased while, the carrier diffusion length has been decreased 
therefore the carrier collection efficiency has risen significantly. The series resistance of 
this structure is about 1.47 Ωcm2 and the power conversion efficiency is around 5.09%. 
Hybrid solar cells based on polymer and semiconductor materials have some advantages 
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in their fabrication procedure such as, low-temperature, low cost and easy fabrication 
techniques. In this category of solar cell devices, a conductive polymer (PEDOT:PSS) 
has been used as the p-type material and SiNWs as the n-type material to form a p-n 
junction. Note that, PEDOT has been used due to its desirable electrical and optical 
properties. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy of PEDOT:PSS is 
around ~5.1 eV which is near the valence band of the silicon. The interface between 
polymer and silicon creates a good heterojunction to transfer holes from silicon to 
polymer. Moreover, the PEDOT:PSS polymer is used to connect the whole SiNWs 
directly to the ITO electrode, which improves the transport of charge carriers instead of 
conventional metal fingers. This may decrease the series resistance since carriers have to 
travel a shorter distance for reaching the electrodes. Furthermore, in the 
SiNW/PEDOT:PSS structure incident photo-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) is also 
improved, which is a result of an increase in the collection rate of EHPs and also 
existence of light trapping effect. 
HE et al. [20] found that when there is an increase in the length of the wires the 
PEDOT:PSS cannot cover the whole surface of the SiNWs, that leads to a reduction in 
the power conversion efficiency. In this work SiNW arrays which are fabricated by 
electroless etching technique, are interpenetrated into PEDOT:PSS polymer because of 
its high conductivity and good transparency. As a result of this good coverage, carrier 
collection efficiency has been increased. This structure has the power conversion 
efficiency of 9%.  
Ozdemir et al [15] have created SiNW/PEDOT:PSS heterojunctions in a simple and cost 
effective method. They compared the performance of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS and planar-
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silicon/PEDOT:PSS which are created under the same method as [20] and [23]. The 
results illustrated that the performance of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS is much better than the 
planar heterojunction. In this study, the variation in the lengths of SiNWs has also been 
examined. The SiNWs are made from the electroless etching method with the n-type 
monocrystalline silicon wafer (100) and 1-10 Ωcm resistivity.  
Lu et al [22] also fabricated SiNW/PEDOT:PSS core-shell junction as the hybrid solar 
cells. They used a solution and drying method in achieving this structure. SiNWs are 
made from n-type Si (100) wafer (1-10Ω cm) by silver-assisted chemical etching method. 
In this structure the performance of the device is limited by the recombination at the 
interface of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS junction. The author mentioned that the SiNW arrays 
are vertically aligned with the height of 2.9 μm. They found that the theoretical limit of 
??? in their SiNW/PEDOT:PSS junction solar cell is about 0.56 V. They obtained the 
ideality factor and the saturation current density to be 2.1 and 3.26 μm cm-2, respectively. 
The author stated that a high interfacial state density results in a high ideality factor (n). 
Interfacial states can also be increased, by increasing the dangling bonds at surface of the 
SiNWs. The higher the interfacial states the higher would be the direct recombination 
rate, which results in decreasing the short circuit current. Results illustrated that 
SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cells have a lower ??? compared to the planar Si/PEDOT hybrid 
solar cells. Lower ??? is a result of higher ?? (reverse saturation current). In fact, a high 
???is a result of higher area junction in the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS configuration compared to 
the planar structure.  
HE et al. [25] also fabricated hybrid solar cells using n-type silicon-nano wires spin 
coated with a conductive polymer (PEDOT:PSS). SiNWs are made by electroless 
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chemical etching, with a 2.2 μm long silicon-wire as the absorber layer. They compared 
the performance of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS with the planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar 
cells. Results showed that the power conversion efficiency and short circuit current 
density of SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cells has increased compared to the planar-
silicon/PEDOT:PSS. They also mentioned that the electroless chemical etching method is 
a faster and easier method in fabricating SiNWs than other methods such as, vapor liquid 
solid (VLS) and reactive ion etching (RIE) technics. In addition the author mentioned that 
the planar-Si/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells are also much more cost effective than the 
bulk silicon solar cells. In this study it was demonstrated that the power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) of the planar-Si/PEDOT:PSS has been limited by their low short circuit 
current ( ???). This is because long-wavelength photons cannot be absorbed completely 
within the 2.2μm thin film silicon.  
H.-J. Syu et al [26] have developed SiNW/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells with 
conversion efficiency of 8.40% and short circuit current of 24.24 mA/cm2. They 
fabricated SiNWs from single crystalline silicon (100) with a resistivity of 1-10 Ω cm. 
They implemented metal assisted chemical wet etching method in the fabrication of 
SiNWs and spin coating technique for depositing PEDOT on the SiNWs. These methods 
are solution process and less costly than other fabrication methods. The author mentioned 
that SiNW solar cells have some advantages in comparison with the conventional solar 
cells. The first one is that, SiNWs can be used as an anti-reflection coating as a result 
there is no need to use anti-reflection coatings to decrease the reflection anymore. 
Besides, SiNWs in this configuration decrease the series resistance as a result of higher 
area junction and lower path length which is required for carriers to reach the junction. 
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However, the open circuit voltage in the SiNW solar cells did not show to be improved 
compared to the planar structure. This result is due to two reasons: firstly, the open circuit 
voltage depends on the ideality factor (n), photo generation current density (???, reverse 
saturation current density????? and shunt resistance (Rsh). The other reason is that the 
minority carrier lifetime in the planar solar cell is almost two times greater than the 
minority carrier lifetime in the SiNW structure. Therefore, the rate of recombination is 
higher in the SiNW structure and consequently, SiNWs have a higher saturation current 
density and lower Voc. In this work, it was also illustrated that by increasing the length of 
SiNWs the performance of the cell has been degraded. Since, as mentioned earlier by 
increasing the length of wires the PEDOT polymer cannot penetrate into the bottom of 
the wires, therefore, the junction between the PEDOT and silicon decreases. Furthermore, 
as it was mentioned before by increasing the length of the silicon nanowire, surface state 
density and consequently recombination rate increases which result in a reduction in the 
lifetime.  
He et al. [27] investigated the effect of a native oxide layer on the surface of silicon in 
characteristics of the  Si- base solar cell. In this study, the hydrogen-terminated Si surface 
and oxygen-terminated Si surface solar cells have been examined. Results showed that 
oxygen-terminated silicon has a better power conversion efficiency (PCE) than the 
hydrogen-terminated silicon. This is due to the creation of a positive dipole on the surface 
of silicon in the oxygen-terminated Si, which helps in the separation of charges. The 
planar-silicon, which was used in this experiment, was made from an n-type single 
crystalline silicon and had a resistivity of 0.6-1 Ω cm and length of 575 μm. Furthermore, 
the conductive polymer PEDOT (Baytron PH500) which was mixed with dimethyl 
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sulfoxide, was spin coated on the surface of silicon. The author stated that the polarity of 
the created dipoles on the surface of silicon layer could alter its affinity. Because, the 
covalent bond of hydrogen induces a negative dipole of 0.12 eV on the surface of silicon, 
the electron affinity of Si which is 4.05 eV, will change to 4.17 eV when hydrogen 
terminated silicon is considered. This effect creates a bending down of the Si energy 
bands at the silicon and PEDOT junction, which attributes in the creation of a barrier for 
holes to enter the PEDOT that leads to an increase in the recombination rate at the 
junction. Whereas, the covalent bond of oxygen induces a positive dipole of 0.15 eV on 
the surface of silicon. Consequently, the electron affinity of Si decrease to 3.9 eV, which 
creates a bending up at the junction of silicon and PEDOT. Therefore, holes can easily 
travel from silicon to PEDOT, which leads to an increase in the short circuit current (???).  
S. woo et al. [28] have investigated the effect of silicon conductivity on the performance 
of the hybrid n-type SiNW/PEDOT:PSS polymer. The n-type SiNWs have been 
fabricated by silver nano-dot-mediated micro electrochemical redox reaction method, on 
the (100) silicon wafer with a resistivity of 1-10 Ω cm2 or 0.01-0.02 Ω cm2. This study 
illustrated that the junction between Si and PEDOT:PSS polymer makes a stable 
rectifying solar cell. Furthermore, they showed that the device in which the silicon 
resistivity is 0.01-0.02 Ω cm2 (Doping concentration~1018cm-3) has a better conversion 
efficiency than the one with resistivity of 1-10 Ω cm2 (Doping concentration~1015 -
1014cm-3). This is because, when the dopant concentration is higher (resistance is lower) 
charges can be easily transferred and collected at the junction. Furthermore, the author 
said that low performance in this device structure is due to two main reasons: 1) 
Formation of silicon dioxide at the surface of silicon that creates some defects, which 
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increase the recombination of minority carrier and 2) the poor coverage of SiNW 
sidewalls by PEDOT:PSS, which makes a separation between the SiNW and ITO 
electrode. Note that the latter effect was observed in the SEM images of the device. This 
observation that the formation of junction between PEDOT:PSS and SiNWs is not 
complete, illustrates that only a small part of SiNW contributes in the photocurrent 
production.  
F Zhang et al. [29] have fabricated a hybrid schottky diode by using SiNWs and PEDOT. 
In this work SiNWs are fabricated thorough metal assisted chemical etching technique in 
which the length of wires are dependent to the etching time. The fabricated hybrid 
schottky-diode devices are based on SiNWs with different lengths and various spaces 
between adjacent wires. In this structure, the NWs are spin coated with PEDOT polymer. 
In this work, SiNWs have been implemented for hybrid solar cells due to their large area 
junction and capability to induce light trapping effect in the device, which leads to higher 
light absorption. The author also mentioned that the direction of light absorption is 
perpendicular to the carrier collection direction, which makes it different from the planar 
configuration in which these directions are parallel to each other. Because of this 
orthogonality in the radial junction, the length of nano wires can be long enough so that 
the maximum light absorption can be achieved and at the same time, nano-wires can be 
thin enough to minimize the carrier separation length. In other words, in the radial 
junction structure the maximum of light absorption and carrier separation can be 
achieved. Due to high collection rate, or minimum collection length in the radial junction 
configuration, SiNWs can be fabricated based on low purity silicon in which the carriers 
have low diffusion lengths. Therefore, the radial junction structure can be considered as a 
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high power conversion efficiency (PCE) based on low cost silicon materials. 
Furthermore, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of hybrid solar cells has been 
measured in the same work. Results showed that over a spectral bandwidth ranging from 
300 to 1100 nm, EQE for a solar cell based on SiNWs, which were immersed in a PCl5 
solution for 2 h, has achieved the value of 86% at 510 nm. Furthermore, a hybrid solar 
cell with smaller ideality factor (n) and reverse saturation current (IS) and higher Shottky 
barrier (???) showed to have a higher power conversion efficiency. The author 
mentioned that by knowing the ideality factor parameter, one can obtain the mechanism 
of the charge carrier transport in the device. For example n=1 interprets that the voltage is 
dependent to the Schottky barrier, and n>1 shows the recombination current in the space 
charge region. Therefore, the power conversion efficiency will be improved when n 
approaches unity. 
Chen et al. [30] have studied hybrid heterojunction solar cells which were based on micro 
textured n-type silicon wafer coated with PEDOT polymer. In this work, PCE had a value 
of 9.84%. Note that, investigation about the output electrical characteristics of the 1-
dimensionel model in this work, showed a value of 20% for the power conversion 
efficiency. Furthermore, the effect of surface recombination, defect density, doping 
density and band alignment on this kind of solar cells was examined. Results showed a 
relation between the spin coating rate and the performance of the device in the hybrid 
heterojunction solar cell based on an n-type mono-crystalline silicon with a thickness of 
200 μm and a resistivity of 2 Ω-cm. For instance, it was shown that, when the spin 
coating rate of PEDOT on silicon was low, the interface contact was very poor. However, 
a reasonable interface contact could be achieved when the PEDOT coverage on silicon 
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was good as a result of high spin coating rate. Consequently, the best performance of the 
device was achieved at the highest spin coating rate (8000 rpm). The author mentioned 
that in the planar-silicon/PEDOT heterojunction, the short circuit current density and FF 
are limited due to the high reflection from the surface and finite surface area or high 
series resistance, respectively. He also mentioned that, PEDOT:PSS due to its low 
refractive index can be considered as an antireflection coating which helps in improving 
the short circuit current of the micro-textured hybrid solar cells. In this structure, the 
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the device has been measured to be over 95% in the 
range of the short wavelengths attributed to the large band gap of PEDOT:PSS which 
hinders electrons recombination at the polymer side of the device. However, IQE has a 
lower value in the range of longer wavelengths which results in the recombination in the 
silicon side of the device. In this work, an electronic model of hybrid solar cell has been 
also developed to solve the 1-dimensional Poisson and continuity equation, so that a 
better understanding of the relation between the charge transport and material properties 
can be achieved. This model is capable of finding the currents, fields and carrier 
concentrations by calculating the electrostatic potential and quasi Fermi levels. Note that, 
in this work PEDOT:PSS is assumed as an inorganic material where the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbit (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbit (HOMO) 
are treated as the conduction and valence band, respectively. Therefore, the drift-
diffusion model in a two terminal device under illumination or dark condition can explain 
the carrier transport mechanism. Since the PEDOT layer used in this model is thin and 
the exciton binding energy of it is lower than other organic materials, the electrical model 
can be used in order to find the characteristics of solar cells without using too many 
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assumptions, which are usually used for modeling the organic cells. In addition, 
simulations have shown that, by increasing the interface and consequently defect density, 
open circuit voltage and therefore PCE will decrease. Therefore, Methyl groups or other 
organic molecules have been proven to be efficient in the passivation of the dangling 
bonds before depositing PEDOT. Moreover, FF can be specified by two mechanisms 
including, transport and recombination of carriers. Therefore, it can be improved by 
lowering the interface of PEDOT and increasing the doping concentration. On the other 
hand, in the same work it was stated that the short circuit current does not mainly depend 
on the interface and bulk defects, but on the reflection and metal shadow loss. 
Simulations showed that, the PEDOT polymer with the band gap of 3.6 eV and electron 
affinity of 3.6 eV has achieved an efficiency of 20.1%. Ultimately, the author predicted 
that the hybrid solar cells based on the conductive PEDOT polymer and micro textured 
silicon can achieve a PCE higher than 20% with decreasing the reflection losses and 










1.5. Research objective 
The main objective of this work is to investigate the device operation of hybrid solar cells 
based on planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS polymer and SiNW/PEDOT:PSS polymer by 
analysing the simulation results of both mentioned solar cell configurations. Therefore, 
this work consists of two sections including the study of: 1) planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS 
and 2) SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cells.  
In this work, Medici CAD tool has been used to simulate these hybrid solar cells. Medici 
program has been developed to simulate diodes, bipolar transistors and MOS [31]. Taurus 
Medici software is a 2-dimensional simulator, which models the semiconductor devices 
and can find the electrical characteristics associated with different biases. Note that, this 
software is mainly developed for simulating inorganic semiconductors such as Si and 
GaAs. 
Nevertheless, in this work we could perform simulations on the PEDOT:PSS which is in 
fact an organic material. This ability in implementing organic materials in Medici has 
been achieved throughout useful information about the optical and electrical properties of 
PEDOT:PSS polymer, that could help us in finding their equivalent data in Medici. 
 One of the most important components in the simulation work is to have a complete 
knowledge about the optical and electrical characteristics of the materials, which are 
going to be modeled. However, these essential components which are namely: real and 
imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, band-gap energy, electron affinity, 
density of states for the conduction and valance band, doping density and electron and 
hole mobility are not easily found in data bases for organic materials. On the other hand, 
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since our work is based on organic polymers (PEDOT:PSS), it is vital to investigate the 
mentioned properties of these materials. As a result, we could finally find them from 
literature and defined them in the Medici software in order to be able to perform the 
subsequent simulations.  
In broad terms, this work was a study of the effect of Si length, Si dopant concentration 
and silicon defect density on the principal characteristics of the hybrid solar cells. 
Besides, the external quantum efficiency, band diagram configuration and photo-
generation of EHPs along the device in both SiNW and planar-Si solar cells are 
illustrated.  
1.6. Thesis outline 
In this chapter, we first stated the reasons for developing solar cells and explained 
demand for photovoltaic devices as a renewable energy source. Besides, a history of solar 
cells was described including the different types and generations of solar cell along with 
pointing to the advantages and disadvantages of any type and introducing solutions to 
overcome the problems associated with any solar cell generation. Finally, the third 
generation solar cells were introduced as the promising generation in the PV devices, 
owing to the fact that they are capable of having higher efficiencies as well as lower costs 
compared to other solar cell generations. In chapter 2, the physics and principal 
parameters of the solar cell devices are studied then the structures of the Hybrid solar 
cells that have been modeled in Medici are explained. The physical, chemical and optical 
properties of Si and PEDOT:PSS are described for a better understanding of why these 
materials have been exploited as the building blocks of our SiNW hybrid solar cells. 
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Finally, the J-V characteristics of the modeled solar cells have been explained to further 
clarify the performance of the device. Chapter 3 and 4 are the mainstream of this work 
since they include the results of the simulations, which are purely done in this research 
work. The simulations that were operated in this study were based on altering the 
physical characteristics of the unit cell and investigating the effect of these changes on 
the principal characteristics of the solar cell. In other words, we examined the effect of 
dopant concentration, carrier lifetime and Si length on Voc, JSC, FF and PCE in both 
SiNW and planar-Si configurations. In addition, the analysis of these results is brought in 
each of these chapters. The simulation results are basically, evaluated through 
fundamental equations that exist in the physics of semiconductor devices. Finally, chapter 
5 is consisting of the conclusion of the total work and an introduction to pertinent 













 BACK GROUND THEORY AND PHYSICAL STRUCTURE  
The physics behind the photovoltaic devices, which includes the physics of diodes and an 
introduction to the major parameters of solar cells as well as the physical structure of the 
hybrid solar cell devices that has been modeled in this work, are brought in this chapter.  
2.1. P-N junction solar cell  
Basically, the solar cell is a p-n junction device that has been developed in order to 
absorb photons and produce power, for a wide range of applications. Photons with higher 
energies than the band gap of the semiconductor create electron hole pairs (EHPs) while 
others with lower energies than the band gap, pass the through the device. Figure 2.1 
shows the equivalent circuit for the solar cell. There are two currents in the solar cell 
including dark and photo current. The characteristics of dark current (Id) is similar to a p-
n junction current which has the reverse saturation current in negative voltages and an 
exponential positive current in positive voltages. The dark current density and reverse 























Where K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, n is called the ideality 
factor, ?? ? ? ,when diffusion current dominates. Moreover in SRH and band to band 
recombination in low level injection, the ideality factor is equal to unity [32], the ???is the 
ideal reverse saturation current density of the diode, ?? and??? are the diffusion lengths 
of the minority carriers and  ???is the applied voltage across the junction, where ??? ?
?????? and ??? ? ?????? are thermal equilibrium carrier concentrations.??? is the 
intrinsic carrier density, ?? and ?? are the acceptor concentration and donor 
concentration in p and n region, respectively. 
When the light strikes the surface of the solar cell, electron hole pairs (EHPs) are created 
in its active layer. The separation of electron hole pairs is due to a built-in potential in the 
p-n junction that transfers these carriers to the electrodes, resulting in the photocurrent of 
the solar cell. The photocurrent has the opposite direction of the dark current, as a result 
when the photocurrent outweighs the dark current, J-V characteristics of the diode shifts 
to the negative currents. In this condition, the resulting power has a negative value, owing 
to the fact that power has been produced. Equation 2.3 shows the J-V characteristics of 
the solar cell: 
???? ? ?? ???? ?
??
???








Figure 2.1  An illustration of the equivalent circuit for an ideal solar cell. 
 
2.2. Short Circuit Current 
One of the important parameters in the solar cells is the short circuit current density????. 
For ideal solar cells that the series resistance is very low, the short circuit current and 
photocurrent are identical. Consequently, the maximum current, which is produced by the 
solar cell, is the short circuit current. 
2.4 defines the short circuit current density for a solar cell with the constant generation 
rate, well-passivated surface and a much smaller depletion width than the carrier’s 
diffusion lengths. 
??? ? ????? ? ??? (2.4) 
Where ?? and ?? are the electron and hole diffusion lengths, respectively and G is the 
generation rate.  
Furthermore, for a solar cell in which the diffusion length is much greater than the 
thickness of the cell, the short circuit current depends only on the generation rate and the 
diffusion lengths can be neglected.  
?? ??
??




As an example, silicon solar cells under AM 1.5 spectrums with the power density of 100 
???????have a possible maximum current density of 46 ??????. Note that, market 
solar cells have a short circuit current density between 28 ??????and 35 ??????[32]. 
2.3. Solar Spectrum 
The short circuit current is also dependent to the optical properties of the incident light. 
The energy of the incident light can be approximated by a 5800 K black body [33]. When 
the light strikes the atmosphere, its power reduces due to the water vapor absorption in 
the infrared and ozone absorption in the ultraviolet spectrum [33]. Air Mass (AM) is the 
normalized distance that light travels in the atmosphere. This quantity, which can be 
calculated by 2.5, identifies the power of the light that is reduced by passage through the 








Figure 2.2   An illustration for explaining the Air Mass concept. 
Where, θ is the angle from the vertical (zenith angle). For example when the solar 




condition in which the angle of the incident light is about 48º , in this condition the power 
density has been approximated to be 84.4 ??????? [7]. 
Figure 2.3 is an illustration of the approximated spectral irradiation of the AM 1.5 solar 
spectrum versus different wavelengths which is obtained from the information in the 
ASTM [34]. This data has been exploited in Medici as the input power density. 
 
Figure 2.3 Spectral irradiance versus wavelength for AM 1.5 solar spectrum [34]. 
 
2.4. Electrical Field  
2.4.1. Built-in potential  
When a p-type and n-type semiconductor are brought together, excess electrons transfer 
from n-type to the p-type material and excess holes transfer from the p-type to the n-type 
material due to the diffusion mechanism. Transfer of electrons from the n-region to the p-
region leaves behind positive ions in the n-type region, whereas diffusion of holes from 
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Consequently, these ions create an electric field at the junction from positive ions to the 
negative ions that creates a built in potential at the junction. This built-in potential does 
not allow carriers to diffuse more however, there are still some carriers with high velocity 
and enough energy that can cross this electric field. Ultimately, the electric field depletes 
a certain region near the junction. The built-in potential is a barrier to the majority 
carriers to diffuse more to the opposite type region whereas, it eases the transfer of 
minority carriers of one region to the other region. That is, the electric field at the p-n 
junction impedes electrons (majority carriers) but at the same time helps holes (minority 
carriers) to travel from n-type region to p-type region. The passage of minority carriers 
throughout the electric field is called, drift current. In the thermal equilibrium condition, 
as shown in Figure 2.4, the total current in the p-n junction is zero. When a forward bias 
is applied to the p-n junction, the electric field across the junction drops to a value, which 
is the difference between the built in potential and the applied voltage. Reduction of the 
electric filed across the junction diminishes the barrier for the majority carriers, and 
increases the diffusion current.  Due to the diffusion current holes, which are injected 
from p-region to the n-region, and electrons which are injected from n-region to the p-
region, will recombine with the majority carriers in each side. As a result of this 
recombination, current flows from n-side to the p-side. Note that, this current is increased 
by increasing the rate of recombination. The saturation current density ????)  is a measure 
of minority carrier recombination in the device. Therefore, a p-n junction with higher 




Figure 2.4  Illustration of the produced current in a simple diode. 
 
2.4.2. Open Circuit Voltage  
The other important parameter PV devices is the open circuit voltage?????) which is 
demonstrated in Figure 2.5. This parameter is the maximum voltage that a solar cell can 
produce. The voltage of the solar cell is equal to ????when the short circuit current is zero.   
Therefore, the value of the open circuit voltage can be measured by putting the total 
current in 2.3 equal to zero. When light is exposed to the surface of the solar cell, 
electron-hole pairs are created. If minority carriers are swept by the electric field, then 
these carriers increase the number of holes in the p-region and also increase the number 
of electrons in the n-region. When a load is connected to a p-n junction device, the photo 
current flows in the external circuit and builds up a voltage across the load. The applied 
voltage across the load creates an electric field in the opposite direction of the internal 
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electric field, which was created at the junction before. Therefore, there would be a 
reduction in the internal electric field, and an increase in the diffusion currents. As a 
result, two currents will be present at the junction, including the diffusion current of the 
diode and the photo current, which are in opposite directions.  The voltage in which the 
values of these two currents are equal to each other is called open circuit voltage. 
According to 2.6 by decreasing the value of???, open circuit voltage increases. In other 
words, ?? is a current that shows the recombination rate of the minority carriers, hence by 







? ?? (2.6) 
This equation illustrates the relation between the open circuit voltage, saturation current 
density and photocurrent of the solar cells. The photocurrent depends on the photons, 
which are absorbed by the solar cell and the reverse saturation current density (??) 





2.5. Fill Factor 
Fill factor is determined by the ratio of the maximum power produced by the solar cell to 










Figure 2.5 A schematic of the I-V characteristic of the solar cell. 
          
 Fill factor also depends on the ideality factor and series resistance in the solar cell [7]. 
The ideality factor is determined by the type of recombination and the quality of a 
junction in a device. For example, the ideality factor is equal to unity if the low-level 
injection and the SRH recombination are present in the device, whereas in high-level 
injection condition and Auger recombination the ideality factor is equal to 2 and 2/3, 
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respectively. Moreover by increasing the series resistance fill factor will decrease, which 
leads to a decrease in the convert efficiency of the solar cell [32]. 
 
2.6. Structure of planar hybrid solar cell based on thin film 
silicon and PEDOT:PSS 
The physical structure of the device is shown in Figure 2.6. In this structure, electron hole 
pairs (EHPs) which are created in the n-type silicon will separate by a built-in potential at 
the junction. In other words, the built-in potential is created at the interface of the Si and 
PEDOT:PSS. After separation of the EHPs, holes and electrons will be collected by the 
ITO and AL contact, respectively [29]. The band gap energy of the PEDOT:PSS is ~ 1.6 
eV and the highest occupied molecular orbit (HOMO) energy of the PEDOT:PSS is 
about 5.2 eV. Consequently, the HOMO energy of PEDOT is very close to the valence 
band energy of the silicon which is about 5.25 eV [23]. Since the PEDOT:PSS layer is 
very thin and is highly doped we can consider it as a conductive channel and neglect the 
created EHPs in this region. Since, the band gap energy of PEDOT:PSS is higher than the 
band gap of the  silicon, photons with  energies lower than 1.6 eV can be absorbed in the 
silicon. As shown in Figure 2.6 the ITO electrode has been used as the front contact 
because of high transparency, and the Al electrode as the back contact due to its high 












Figure 2.6 The structure of the planar hybrid solar cell.  
           
 
 
2.7. The structure of the hybrid solar cell based on well-
aligned silicon nano-wires 
The structure of the hybrid solar cell based on ordered arrays of silicon nanowires 
dispersed in PEDOT:PSS polymer is shown in Figure 2.7 . In this kind of solar cell 
SiNWs with the length of sub-10 micron have been used. The reason is that the PEDOT 
polymer aggregates at the top of the SiNWs and cannot penetrate to the bottom to make a 
good junction with silicon, when SiNWs are too long [23][15]. The direction of the 
incident light is orthogonal to the diffusion direction of photo-generated carriers in the 
radial structure. As a result  of the radial structure, photo-generated carriers have a high 
separation rate at the junction, which helps in exploiting  low quality and low cost silicon 
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materials [22]. One of the benefits of this structure is the light trapping effect. Due to this 
effect, light can travel a larger distance in the device, therefore absorption and 
photocurrent will increase. For example, the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS structure which has 
been fabricated by reference [22] showed to absorb around 85% to 95 % of the photons in 
the range of 300-1100 nm of the AM 1.5 light. Note that the ITO film electrode collects 
holes from the PEDOT:PSS. In conventional solar cells holes should travel to the surface 
of the device and then be collected at the metal fingers which leads to an increase in the 
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Silicon materials are mainly the building blocks of solar cell devices due to several 
features such as: 1) second most abundant element on the Earth, 2) high stability and non-
toxicity, 3) High carrier mobility and 4) well-established fabrication techniques [29]. 
Shockley-Queisser calculated the highest conversion efficiency for a single band gap 
solar cell. He showed that semiconductors with the band gap of about 1.34 eV have the 
highest conversion efficiencies. Therefore, silicon materials with a band gap of 1.1 eV are  
good candidates to be implemented in achieving the maximum efficiency of a solar cell 
device [35]. On the other hand, Si has some drawbacks such as, indirect band gap and 
low absorption. However, increasing the thickness of silicon material can increase the 
light absorption in the solar cell. Nevertheless, increasing the thickness of the Si substrate 
requires a large amount of Si, which leads to the high cost of fabrication due to the high 
price of the single crystalline silicon materials. In order to avoid the high cost of 
fabrication, an alternative method called “Si texturing” for reducing the reflectivity from 
the surface of silicon, has been proposed. As a result of texturing the surface of silicon, 
absorption will increase. One method in achieving textured surfaces is the inverted 
pyramids, which are created on the silicon surface by chemical wet etching technique. In 
this method porous silicon is formed at the starting pit of these inverted pyramids [36]. 
2.8.1. Silicon nano-wires  
Nanowires (NWs) are one dimension (1-D) structure materials with a thickness in the 
order of nanometer and a high aspect ratio in the order of 100. In other words, the ratio of 
their length over their diameter is about 100. In addition, the energy levels in NWs differs 
from the energy levels in the bulk materials [37]. This is due to quantum confinement of 
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electrons in NWs. SiNW solar cells are highly recommended for the third generation of 
the photovoltaic devices, since they have some desirable optical and electrical properties 
due to their geometry. These properties are mainly: 1) minimal bulk recombination and 
efficient carrier separation in the radial p-n junction structure 2) a small amount of Si is 
required for SiNW fabrication 3) a reduction in the reflection of light from the surface of 
the device due to the light trapping effect [38].  
2.9. PEDOT:PSS 
A conductive polymer which is based on 3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene or a polymer 
deposited on an EDOT is called PEDOT. PEDOT is a conductive, transparent, stable and 
moderate band gap polymer. Based on low solubility of PEDOT materials, they are 
usually mixed with Polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) so that a high solubility can be achieved. 
Therefore, PEDOT:PSS which is shown in Figure 2.8 , is a combination of two ion 
monomers or ionomers [39]. Based on this combination, Polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) 
carries negative charges and the other component, poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
carries positive charges that these charged macromolecules make a macromolecule salt 





Figure 2.8  A schematic of the PEDOT:PSS polymer [41]. 
 
    
PSS was first mixed with PEDOT in order to make a Polyelectrolyte complex (PEC) in 
1990 [39]. In addition to its solubility in water and commercial availability, PSS is almost 
a transparent material in the range of visible light [40]. 
As shown in Figure 2.9 the concentration of ionmers in the PEC defines the viscosity of 
the PEDOT:PSS. Major components in evaluating the quality of the PEDOT:PSS film 
are: viscosity, surface tension, and the adhesion to the substrate. Figure 2.9 is a good 
demonstration of the relation between solid concentration and viscosity. Furthermore, the 
ratio of PEDOT to PSS is one of the factors that should be considered in improving the 




Figure 2.9 The relation between solid contents and viscosity [39]. 
 
Table 2.1 is a good comparison between the solid content, viscosity, particle size and 
conductivity of the PEDOT: PSS, which is presented in here for better perception. 
 
Table 2.1 The properties of the commercial PEDOT:PSS polymers dispersed in water [39]. 
 
As mentioned earlier, when the non-solvent PEDOT is mixed with the PSS, the product is 
soluble in the water. The soluble PEDOT:PSS mixture can be deposited on the desired 
surface by different coating techniques. Major coating techniques are namely: slit 
coating, drop casting, bar coating, spin coating, electro-spinning, and spraying. Among 
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all the mentioned techniques of coating, Spin coating has been shown to be the best in 
achieving uniform films with the thickness varying in the range of 0-300nm [39]. One of 
the major advantages of PEDOT:PSS is its flexibility compared to inorganic materials 
such as metal oxide films. In other words, PEDOT:PSS materials do not break upon 
bending [42]. The conductivity of PEDOT:PSS can be altered by: 1) changing the ratio of 
PEDOT to PSS, 2) the distribution of PEDOT:PSS gel particles in solution and 3) 
changing the PH value of solution [39],[43]. 
As shown in Equation 2.8, the conductivity parameter is a function of electron and hole 
concentrations and mobilities. Note that, unit of conductivity is (Ωcm)-1. 
? ? ????? ? ???? (2.8) 
Since PEDOT:PSS is a p-type material, its conductivity is a function of the concentration 
and mobility of the holes, only. As a result concentration or mobility of electrons does 
not contribute into the overall current. Concentration of the holes can be calculated by 
using a geometrical configuration. For example, as it is demonstrated in Table 2.2, when 
the weight ratio of PEDOT to PSS is 1:2.5 we can get a highly conductive polymer as it 
is demonstrated in Table 2.1. The density of holes in the PEDOT:PSS polymer has been 
calculated by their molecular weight to be ? ? ????????. For highly conductive 
PEDOT:PSS polymers such as Clevios PH1000, the mobility of holes has been calculated 
to be 20 cm2 /V-s [39].  
2.10. Optical properties of Si and PEDOT:PSS 
In order to investigate the electrical characteristics of the silicon-base optoelectronic 
devices such as solar cells, it is important to understand the optical properties of the 
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silicon materials. Therefore, exploring concepts such as light trapping, reflection, 
absorption and transmission in silicon is necessary in this study.  
The absorption coefficient is defined as a parameter, which shows how far the incident 
light with a certain wavelength can penetrate into the materials. The distance is specified 
by absorption depth, which is inversely proportional to absorption coefficient (?). The 
absorption coefficient depends on the type of each material and the wavelength of the 
incident light. Based on Equation 2.9 a light with a higher energy or shorter wavelength 





Where, K is the imaginary part of complex refractive index, ? is the wavelength and ? is 
the absorption coefficient. Furthermore, the equation for the complex refraction indices is 
shown in 2.10.   
? ? ? ? ?? (2.10) 
Where n and K are the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, 
respectively. Note that, increasing the real part of N will result in higher reflection and 
increasing the imaginary part leads to an improvement in the absorption. The real and 
imaginary parts of the complex refractive index for silicon are obtained from the default 
values of Medici, however the optical properties of PEDOT:PSS are taken from the 
literatures [44] and are displayed in Figure 2.10. Based on this figure silicon has a higher 
absorption coefficient in a range below 600 nm, which means in this range the absorption 
depth has a lower value. Therefore, Si can be a good candidate for a low cost fabrication 
since there is no need for thick Si substrates and consequently excess silicon materials 
[32]. As it can be seen in Figure 2.10, the absorption coefficient of the PEDOT:PSS is 
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lower than the silicon in ultraviolet range, however in the visible and infrared range the 
absorption coefficient of PEDOT:PSS is higher than silicon. Hence, the combination of 
PEDOT:PSS and Si can be a noble structure for absorbing light in the whole range of 
light wavelengths.        
 
 
Figure 2.10  Absorption coefficient of silicon and PEDOT: PSS versus Wavelength.    
 
2.11. Carrier transport in p-n junction solar cells 
Figure 2.11 represents a p-n junction, in which the front contact is ITO and the back 
contact is Al. In order to investigate the number of carriers collected per photon at a 
certain wavelength, photocurrent and spectral response should be calculated. In order to 





























???? ?? ? ?????????? ? ????????????????        (2.11) 
 
 
Where ???? is the absorption coefficient, ???? the number of incident photons /cm2/s per 
unit bandwidth and ???? is the fraction of the reflected photons from the surface of the 
device.  
In the quasi-neutral n-type and p-type regions of the device, excess carries are generated. 
From continuity equation, the distribution of minority carriers can be found in the n-type 
and p-type regions. In addition, the steady state continuity equation, under low-level 

















? ?     (for minority carriers in n-type region)               (2.13) 
Where ?? is the electron current density and ?? is the hole current density. ???, ?? are the 





 are the recombination rates for the electrons and holes in the quasi-
neutral regions.    
In order to solve the continuity equation, it is required to find a relation between the 
current densities and carrier densities. Furthermore, the current density, which is the 
summation of the drift and diffusion currents, is: 
?? ? ?????? ? ???
???
??
       (for electrons)                (2.14) 
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?? ? ?????? ? ???
???
??
       (for holes)                (2.15) 
 In the following equations, it is considered that the electric field in the quasi neutral 
regions is zero. As a result, in the continuity equation only the diffusion currents in the 
quasi-neutral regions should be considered. After substituting electron current and the 




? ???? ? ?? ???????? ?
?? ? ???
??
? ?                     (2.16) 
The general solution of Equation 2.16 is: 
?? ? ??? ? ?? ???? ?
?
??






???? ????                  (2.17) 
Where, Ln is the diffusion length of electrons in p-type region and C2 and C3 are the 
constants of this equation. Note that, constants can be found by considering the boundary 




? ?????? ? ????                (2.18) 
 
? ? ???: ?? ? ??? ? ?                (2.19) 
 
?? is the recombination velocity at the surface. Electron current density, at the depletion 
edge can be calculated by 2.20. 
?? ? ??? ?
???
??
? ?????                  (2.20) 
By substituting holes current density and generation rate for n-type region in the 






? ???? ? ?? ???????? ?
?? ? ???
??
? ?               (2.21) 
Similarly, applying the boundary conditions for holes in n-type region in the above 
equation: 
? ? ?????: ?? ? ??? ? ?                      (2.22) 
 
? ? ???????? ? ???? ? ???
???? ? ????
??
                        (2.23) 
 
Where,??? is the recombination velocity at the bottom of the device, W is the width of the 
depletion region and L is the length of the device. The hole photo current density at the 
depletion edge is:  
?? ? ???? ?
???
??
? ????????                (2.24) 
And the current in the depletion region which is only from generation is: 
??? ? ? ????
??
????
                   (2.25) 
 
??? ? ???? ? ?? ????????? ?? ? ???? ?????                 (2.26) 
 
Therefore, the total photo current can be calculated by the following equation: 














Figure 2.11 An illustration for expalining the solar cell equations. 
 
2.12. J-V curves of Hybrid solar cells 
The practical efficiency differs from the ideal one, since in practice, series and shunt 
resistances are added to the ideal configuration, which is shown in Figure 2.12. Series 
resistance consists of contacts resistance and the resistance, which is developed due to 
passage of electrons through the surface of the device, where the electrodes are placed. 
Note that, by increasing the series resistance, short circuit current decreases and 
consequently both FF and efficiency degrade. Shunt resistance is due to the presence of 
grain boundaries that leads to the recombination of carriers that tend to flow through the 
crystal. Note that, series resistance is more important to be considered than the shunt 
resistance unless, the density of the grain boundaries exceed a certain limit where the 
material is called polycrystalline [7].  
In order to investigate the J-V characteristics of the device we should sum all the currents 
at a node in the circuit, which is illustrated in Equation 2.28. 
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?? ? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? (2.28) 
Where: 
?? ? ?? ??
?????
??? ? ?? ? ?? ?
??
?






Therefore, the total current is equal to: 
? ? ?? ??
?????
??? ? ?? ?
? ? ???
??
















 PLANAR-SILICON/PEDOT:PSS SOLAR CELL MODELING   
 
A planar hybrid unit cell of a solar cell, based on silicon, coated with a 20 nm thick p-
type polymer (PEDOT:PSS), has been simulated. Simulations are done by using finite 
element semiconductor device simulator software: Taurus Medici from Synopsys. In this 
hetrojunction, silicon layer thickness, dopant concentration and the concentration of 
defects was subjected to change, in order to examine the electrical characteristics of the 
device. The short circuit current density (JSC) is shown to decrease by increasing the trap 
density (defects) in the silicon layer. As an example, when the trap density increased 
from? ? ?????????to?? ? ????????, current density reduced by 11.01??????. 
Moreover, by increasing the trap density, the open circuit voltage (VOC) decreased from 
0.65V to 0.275V and the power conversion efficiency (PCE) dropped by 7.87%, which is 
due to a reduction in the value of both short circuit current and open circuit voltage. It is 
investigated that, although increasing the thickness of the silicon layer helps for more 
photon absorption, in highly doped devices this increase in the dopant concentration will 
not lead into a higher short circuit current. Results show that the value of the open circuit 
voltage increases by increasing the dopant concentration of the silicon as a result of 
reduction in Js (reverse saturation current). The maximum external quantum efficiency of 
the unit cells was measured to be 69% and 60% for the dopant concentration 1? ????cm-
3 and 6? ????????, respectively. Moreover, the simulation results show the impact of 
band alignment and photo generation in the unit cell.          
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3.1. Device Structure  
In this work, a planar hybrid heterojunction solar cell based on silicon and PEDOT:PSS 
polymer, is simulated with the device modeling software Medici. The thickness, dopant 
concentration and the concentration of defects of these were subjected to change in order 
to find the electrical characterizations. Figure 3.1 represents the modeled structure of a 
planar-silicon based solar cell in which Aluminum and ITO are used as the back and front 
contact, respectively.  
 





Note that, in the above structure, the thickness of the silicon layer is 4μm and its width is 
90nm. Furthermore, a layer of p-type polymer (PEDOT:PSS) with a thickness of 20 nm, 
has been deposited on the top of n-type silicon layer in order to make a heterojunction. 
A planar-Silicon/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cell, has been previously fabricated by He et 
al [25]. They first doped the silicon with a high concentration of about? ? ????????? . 
Afterwards, an epitaxial layer of single crystalline silicon with a dopant concentration of 
??? ? ????????? and thickness of 2.2 μm was grown on the n++ silicon substrate at 1000 
?C. Finally, the PEDOT:PSS polymer was spin coted on the top of the whole silicon 
sample. Note that, a layer of Aluminum and silver has been evaporated on the planar 
structure as the back and front contact, respectively.  
3.2. Simulation Parameters 
Table 3.1Table 3.1 is an illustration of the electrical properties of the PEDOT:PSS 
polymer. In addition, silicon electrical properties are obtained from the default values of 













Table 3.1 PEDOT:PSS electrical properties which were used in the simulations. 
 
Parameters PEDOT:PSS  Values References 
Permittivity(??) 3.5 [45] 
??Doping (cm
-3) ???? [39] 
Nc,Nv (cm-3) 2×10 21 [45] 
Affinity(V) 3.6 [45] 




) 20 [39] 
Parameters Silicon  Values References 
Permittivity (??) 11.8 [31] 
??Doping (cm
-3) 1×1016,6×1018 [31] 
Nc,Nv (cm-3) 2.8×10 19 ,1.4×10 19 [31] 
Affinity(eV) 4.17 [31] 




) 1076,113.6 [31] 
??? ?? (cm
2) 1×1015 [5] 
????????????? 1×10
7 [5] 
Table 3.2  Silicon electrical properties, which were used in the simulations. 
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In order to investigate the relation between carrier transport and material properties, 
Medici software has been used to solve the Poisson equation and the electron and hole 
continuity equations in a 2-dimension distribution. Therefore, the current, electric field 
and carrier concentration can be computed. Taurus Medici software is a 2-dimensional 
simulator, which models the semiconductor devices. Medici can be used to design the p-n 
junction semiconductors and find the spectral response of the optical devices.  
The electrical output characteristics of the planar-silicon and PEDOT:PSS unit cell with 
different thicknesses under the power density of 84mW/cm2 have been examined. The 
light source used in the simulations is obtained from the solar spectrum ranging from 
0.3μm to1.1μm, which is approximated from AM 1.5 solar spectrum from the ASTM 
[34]. 
In this work, in order to be able to implement PEDOT:PSS layer in the simulations, it 
was assumed as an inorganic material where the lowest unoccupied molecular orbit 
(LUMO) is considered as the conduction band and the highest occupied molecular orbit 
(HOMO) as the valence band [30]. Moreover, the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination 
from a single trap level at the mid-gap has been considered in this modeling .The 
materials which were used in the simulations were not heavily doped therefore, Auger 
recombination has not been considered in this model. In a real semiconductor due to the 
presence of defects in the crystal, some energy levels do exist in the band gap. Note that, 
Shockley, Read and Hall have analyzed this type of recombination. The following 
equation describes the recombination of the localized states which is derived by 
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Equation 3.1 shows that, if the cross section area of the electrons and holes be the same 











Where, Et is the trap level energy. 
In this equation, the bracket in the denominator has its minimum value when????? ??????
??
? 
is equal to 1. This condition occurs when??? ? ?? , meaning that the traps or 
recombination states are in the middle of the band gap. Therefore, the maximum rate of 
recombination happens when traps are far from the edges (conduction or the valance 
bang edge). In other words, when the recombination states are close to the band edges 
electrons and holes can be easily re-emitted to the conduction band and valance band, 
respectively. In this case, these traps are not considered as effective recombination states.  
Since in this work the effect of recombination is studied, effective recombination states 
are considered. 
One of the most important parameters in the solar cell, which determines the 
recombination rate, is the carrier lifetime of the excess minority carriers. In the depletion 









Where ?? is the cross section area of the holes and electrons. ???is the density of the 
recombination centers, and ???is thermal velocity. We have assumed that the trap density 
in the depletion region and quasi-neutral regions are the same and constant. Hence, the 
lifetimes in the quasi-neutral regions and depletion region are the same. As shown in 
Equation 3.1lifetime is inversely proportional to the trap density. In the silicon ??has 
been reported to be in the range of 7×1012 cm-3 and 7×1017 cm-3  [5]. Note that, defects 
have the same behavior as traps, since they degrade carrier transport by capturing 
carriers.  
 
3.3. Simulation Results  
3.3.1. Effect of trap density or carriers lifetime on Jsc, Voc and PCE 
In this work, a planar hybrid unit cell of a solar cell with the thickness of 4μm and a 
width of 90 nm has been simulated. As shown in Figure 3.1 a 20 nm thick p-type polymer 
(PEDOT:PSS) has been coated on the planar-silicon as a p-type material to create a 
heterojunction with the n-type silicon, having a carrier concentration of?? ? ????????. 
In general, an ideal semiconductor is the one that there are no energy levels within its 
forbidden gap. However, in a real semiconductor due to the presence of defects in the 
crystal, some energy levels do exist in this region [47]. Carrier lifetime, which was 
defined earlier, has a direct relationship with these allowed energy states, which are 
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formed within the forbidden gap. Therefore, this parameter, Carrier lifetime, can be 
defined by the Shockley-Read-Hall theory of recombination. The mentioned energy 
states within the forbidden gap, which are also known as traps, act as recombination 
centers. These traps or in other words recombination centers are states for capturing 
electrons and holes. Since the cross section area of these traps for electrons and holes is 
almost the same, the probability of capturing electrons and holes are nearly equal to one 
another [47]. As can be seen in Figure  3.2, reduction in the value of Jsc is the result of an 
increase in the trap density (Nr) and decrease in??.  Note that, electron and hole trap 
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Figure 3.2  J-V Characteristics of the planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar cell with a length of the 4μm and different 
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Table 3.3  The electrical charactestics of the planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar cell for different silicon trap 
density.  
Table 3.3 shows that, increasing the trap density decreases short circuit current (Jsc) 
which is in agreement with Equation 3.3. This equation says that, increasing the density 
of traps when the thermal velocities and cross section areas are constant reduces the 
lifetime. Based on 3.7 when mobility is assumed to be constant, lifetime (τ), which is 
defined as the average time that electron-hole pairs spend in an excited state before being 
recombined, is proportional to L2. Therefore, reducing the lifetime will decrease the 
diffusion length (L). As a result, electron hole-pairs will travel a shorter distance and 
recombine before they reach the junction, where they have to be separated and generate 
the current. As an example from the mentioned table, when the trap density increases 
from?? ? ?????????to?? ? ????????, we have a current density reduction of 11.01???
???. Note that, trap density was assumed to be the same in the depletion and quasi-
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due to a lower photocurrent that was discussed above. Moreover, FF, which is determined 
by the recombination and carrier transport rate in the unit cell, decreased as a result of 
more recombination of minority carriers, when the tarp density was increased. Finally, 
the device efficiency dropped by 7.87%, when the trap density increased from ? ?
?????????to?? ? ????????. This is due to a reduction in the value of both short circuit 




Simulations showed that, decreasing the electron lifetime does not affect short circuit 
current, but decreased the open circuit voltage (VOC) slightly. The reason is that, our 
sample is n-type silicon where the minority carriers are holes. In a semiconductor, current 
is carried by minority carriers therefore, varying the electrons lifetime, which are not the 
minority carriers of our sample, does not change the current and voltage. As an example, 
Table 3.4 shows that, when there was a decrease in the electron lifetime from  10-7s  to  
10-9s, short circuit current remained almost the same since by decreasing the electron 
lifetime, hole diffusion length remained constant at a value of about 0.4 μm. However, 
decreasing the hole lifetime by the same factor to 10-9s, dramatically degraded the short 
circuit current and open circuit voltage. This is because, the reduction in the hole lifetime 







Figure 3.3 J-V Characteristics of a planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar cell with a thickness of the 4μm and 
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3.3.2. Effect of the Si layer thickness on Jsc, Voc and PCE 
J-V characteristics for a planar-silicon and PEDOT:PSS polymer with a trap density of 
1015cm-3 have been obtained. J-V curves of three different thicknesses (including 2μm, 
4μm and 8μm) of Si substrate with a dopant concentrations of ? ? ????????and 
? ? ???????? are demonstrated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, respectively. 
Based on 3.4 by increasing the thickness of the unit cell the current will increase.  
?? ? ?? ? ????? (3.4) 
 
In 3.4 α is the absorption coefficient of the silicon and L is the thickness of the substrate. 
Note that, increasing the thickness of the cell results in, more photon absorption.  
The simulations are done in order to investigate the effect of thickness on the cell 
efficiency. Therefore, in all examinations, the only parameter that was subjected to 
change was the thickness of the cell, and the thickness of the PEDOT:PSS at the top of 
the cell was kept constant at the value of 20 nm. Note that, the thicknesses that are used 
in plotting these figures are without considering the thickness of the electrodes. In each 
simulation, three different thicknesses of Si layer including 2μm, 4μm, and 8μm have 
been examined.  
Results show that, in a Si with the dopant concentration of 1×????cm-3, by increasing the 
thickness of the Si layer, ??? ???? ??? and the PCE has increased, which means that more 
photons have been be absorbed. The results of these simulations are illustrated in the 
Table 3.5 and Figure  3.4. Based on Table 3.5 and Figure  3.5, when the dopant 
concentration of the silicon substrate is 6×?????????, results do not show the same 
trend. In this case, open circuit voltages, fill factor and short circuit current are almost the 
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same for all three different thicknesses. The reason is that, by increasing the dopant 
concentration, mobility will decrease because of the increase in the number of impurity 
scattering centers increased [47]. Moreover, based on Equation 3.5 diffusion constant will 





Based on the carrier-concentration dependent lifetime Equation 3.6, lifetime is a function 
of the dopant concentration where it decreases by increasing ?????? (dopant 
concentration). In Equation 3.6 ????? is the Shokley-Read-Hall hole lifetime and 
????? is the Shokley-Read-Hall concentration parameter for holes which are both 






The assumed values for ????? and ????? in Medici software are stated bellow: 
?
????? ? ????????????? ? ???????? 
????? ? ? ? ????????? 
 
 
Therefore, based on 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, diffusion length will decrease when there is an 
increase in the dopant concentration. As a result of low diffusion length in highly doped 
Si substrates, varying the thickness of the Si layer does not really affect ??? ???? ??? and 
the power conversion efficiency. 





Where ?? is the lifetime of minority carriers (hole) in the n-type quasi neutral region and 
?? is the hole diffusion coefficient and ?? is the hole (the minority carrier) diffusion 
length.    
 
When, ?????? ? ? ? ????????: 
?? ? ???? ? ????s and mobility μp =460.9
???
???
  then ?? ?11.98 cm
2s-1 
So, the hole diffusion length ?? ?7.37?? 
And when,? ????? ? ? ? ???????? 
?? ? ???? ? ?????s and mobility μp=74.5 
???
???
?then ?? ? ???? cm
2s-1 






























































Figure 3.4  Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different lengths 

































































Figure 3.5  Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different lengths 





3.3.3. Effect of dopant concentration on Jsc, Voc and PCE 
The values of the?????? ???, power conversion efficiency and fill factor which are 
calculated by the simulation software are shown in Table 3.5. This table shows that, open 
circuit voltage values have increased with increasing silicon dopant concentration. The 
value of open circuit voltage depends on the reverse saturation current density and photo 








? ? ?? (3.8) 
 
Where  
???=q g(x) (?? ? ?? ??) (3.9) 
 












?   (3.10) 
 
Where n is the ideality factor; k is the Boltzmann constant; T is the temperature; q is the 
electron charge; ??? is the photon generated current; ?? is the reverse saturation current 
density; g(x) is the generation rate of the electron-hole pairs and ???????? are minority 
carrier diffusion lengths in the n-type and p-type regions, respectively. W is the carrier 
diffusion length in the depletion region; ?? is the intrinsic carrier concentration; 
?????? ? are the dopant concentrations in p-type and n-type regions, 
respectively.? ?????? ? are diffusion coefficients of holes and electrons, respectively 
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and ????????????are minority carrier lifetimes of the holes and electrons, respectively. 
Based on 3.10, by increasing the dopant concentration,??? decreases and because of the 
reduction in ??, open circuit voltage ????? will also increases.    
According to 3.11, it is obvious that there is an increase in the built-in potential with the 
increase in the dopant concentration. Moreover, the maximum value of the open circuit 
voltage is determined by the value of the built-in potential. Therefore, silicon materials 
having higher dopant concentrations have a higher built-in potential and consequently a 












In 3.11,???? is the conduction band offset. Energy band diagrams and Fermi level 
illustrate the difference in the ??? of samples with two different dopant concentrations. 
When the dopant concentration is?? ? ????????, for silicon layers with thicknesses of 
2μm, 4μm, 8μm, results show the short current densities with values of 13.02, 15.95, and 
18.92? ?????, respectively. However, the simulations showed that, unit cells with 
thicknesses of 2??? ??????????? have the short current density of approximately 6 
?????? when the dopant concentration is ? ? ????????? Therefore, current density 
drops by increasing the dopant concentration. 
The reason is that, when the dopant concentration increases, the mobility decreases and 
as a result, diffusion coefficient declines. Moreover, from 3.6, it can be concluded that by 
increasing the dopant concentration, lifetime of carriers decreases. Therefore, diffusion 
lengths of minority carriers have decreased from 7.42 μm to 0.4 μm. Note that, the 
relation between dopant concentration and the mobility is shown in Table 3.5.   
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As shown in Equation 3.12 output power efficiency, is a parameter, which is used in 
order to compare the performance of each unit cell. This parameter is defined as the ratio 
between the output power from the unit cell and the input energy from the incident light. 
In these experiments, we used the data from the NREL laboratory to introduce the AM 








Note that, the dopant concentration plays an important role in the performance of the unit 
cell. As shows in Table 3.5 and Figure  3.8 by increasing the dopant concentration of 
silicon from 1×???????? to 6×???????? although the open circuit voltage increased 
PCE decreased, which is attributed to the significant decrease in the value of ???by 
increasing the silicon dopant concentration.    
On the other hand, FF is determined by the recombination and carrier transport rate in the 
unit cell [30]. Based on Figure  3.8, FF has dropped when the dopant concentration 
increased from a certain value. For instance, FF for a silicon substrate with a thickness of 
4μm and dopant concentration of 1×?????cm-3 is 77.17%, while it is about 67.47% for the 
same thickness but a different dopant concentration with a value of 6×????????. Note 
that, the difference between FF in all three different thicknesses having dopant 
concentrations of ? ? ?????????????? ? ???????? is about 10%.  
Besides, the output power versus resistivity of the unit cell having a thickness of 8μm for 
silicon with the dopant concentration of 1×???????? and 6×???????? are shown in 






Figure 3.6   J-V characteristics of a planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar cell by varying the thickness of silicon 
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Figure 3.7  J-V characteristics of a planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS solar cell by varying the thickness of silicon 
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Simulation results of planar structure with thickness of 2μm  








) Si p-type 





1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.465 13.02 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.525 6.78 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 4.6 74 5.47 
2 ? ? ???? 2.34 65 2.78 
 
Simulation results of planar structure with thickness of 4μm  














1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.485 15.95 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.525 6.38 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 5.97 77.17 7.1 
2 ? ? ???? 2.26 67.47 2.69 
 
Simulation results of planar structure with thickness of 8μm  














1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.505 18.92 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.525 6.16 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 7.47 78 8.89 
2 ? ? ???? 2.19 67.71 2.60 
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Figure 3.8 Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different dopant 





Figure 3.9  The power versus the load resistance for a planar-silicon with a thickness of 8μm and dopant 
concentration of 1×1016cm-3. 
 
Figure 3.10  The power versus the load resistance for a planar-silicon with a thickness of 8μm and dopant 




3.4. External Quantum Efficiency 
External quantum efficiency (EQE) is defined as the ratio of the number of charges 
collected by the electrode over the number of incident photons. Note that, only the 
fraction of light, which is in the range of 0.3-1.1μm, can generate current which is due to 
the band-gap energy of Si. The external collection efficiency of a planar solar cell with a 
dopant concentration of 1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm-3 and a thickness of 2μm are plotted 
in the Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 , respectively. Based on Figure 3.11, the maximum 
collection efficiency is 69% when the wavelength of the incident light is 450 nm and the 
dopant concentration of the unit cell is 1? ????cm-3. Whereas for a unit cell with a 
dopant concentration of 6? ????cm-3 the maximum collection efficiency is about 60% at 
λ=450nm. These figures indicate that the external collection efficiency at the near 
infrared range decreases gradually for the unit cell with a dopant concentration of 
1? ????cm-3, while declines rapidly for the unit cell with the dopant concentration of 
6? ????cm-3. Therefore, the incident light in the near infrared range should be absorbed 
at the bottom of the planar-silicon and the light in the visible range, should be absorbed at 
the top of the planar-silicon [29]. In the case of the lower dopant concentrations, the 
minority carrier has a higher lifetime therefore; electron hole pairs (EHPs) can travel a 
longer distance. While, the unit cell with a higher dopant concentration has a lower 
lifetime and EHPs can travel a shorter distance. As a result, EQE values can be 







Figure 3.11  External collection efficiency of a planar-silicon/ PEDOT:PSS solar cell with a thickness of 
2μm and dopant concentration of  1×1016 cm-3. 
 
 
Figure 3.12  External collection efficiency of a planar-silicon/ PEDOT:PSS solar cell with a thickness of 
2μm and dopant concentration of  6×1018cm-3. 
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3.5. Band Diagram 
The band diagrams for the unit cell of the planar-Si with PEDOT:PSS for two different 
dopant concentrations of 1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm-3 are illustrated in Figure 3.13 and 
Figure 3.14, respectively. The modeled structure is a planar solar cell, in which a 
PEDOT:PSS polymer with a thickness of 20 nm is deposited on the top of it. The photo 
generated carriers can be separated at the planar-silicon and PEDOT:PSS polymer 
junction by a built-in potential. In addition, the direction of the incident light and hole 
transport are orthogonal. The PEDOT:PSS is one of the conductive polymers and has 
some intrinsic advantages such as high conductivity, high transparency in the visible 
light, stability and solution process [39]. Moreover the HOMO energy of the 
PEDOT:PSS is about 5.2eV, which is almost similar to the valence band energy of the 
silicon. Consequently, the interface between polymer and silicon forms a good p-n 
junction to collect the excess minority carriers [28]. The energy band diagram of the 
PEDOT:PSS with a band gap of 1.6 eV and electron affinity of 3.6 eV is shown in Figure 
3.13. This band diagram shows that a large conduction band offset can make a barrier for 
electrons to be recombined in the front (PEDOT) surface however, the small valence 
band offset can ease the hole transport [30]. As shown in Figure 3.14 by increasing the 
dopant concentration, the depletion region width decreases. Note that, this simulation 
results can be proven by the bellow equation: 


















Figure 3.13  The energy band diagram of a hybrid PEDOT:PSS/n-type planar-Silicon, solar cell with a 
dopant concentration of 1×1016 cm-3. 
 
Figure 3.14  The energy band diagram of a hybrid PEDOT:PSS/n-type planar-Silicon, solar cell with a 
dopant concentration of 6×1018 cm-3. 
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3.6. Photo generation 
The generation rate determines the number of electrons generated at each point in the unit 
cell, which is related to the absorption coefficient of the material. The amount of the 
incident light, which can be absorbed by a material, depends on the absorption coefficient 
and the thickness of those materials. In addition, the intensity of light can be calculated 
from 3.14: 
? ? ?????? (3.14) 
 
Where, ??is the absorption coefficient, x is the distance that the light travels in the 
material before being absorbed and ???is the initial intensity. 
From3.14, the number of electron-hole pairs, which are generated either in the polymer or 
in the silicon, can be calculated. If we assume that the internal quantum efficiency equals 
1, it means that the entire incident light has generated EHPs. Therefore, generation rate 
(G) can calculated from 3.15: 
? ? ??????? (3.15) 
 
Where? ? is the photon flux at the surface with the unit of (photons/area/second). From 
this equation, we can figure out that by increasing x, the generation rate decreases 
exponentially, meaning that the generation rate is higher at the surface of the device.  
In this work, the position of the light source and the incident angle has been also changed 
in order to investigate the effect of the position of the light source on the short circuit 
current. However, results showed that these changes do not affect the short circuit current 
as long as the ray width covers the whole surface of the device. However, the short circuit 
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current decreases when the tilted angle is large enough so that, a small portion of light 









3.7. Conclusion  
In this work, hybrid planar solar cells based on silicon and PEDOT:PSS polymer, have 
been simulated with the device modeling software Medici. The thickness, dopant 
concentration and the concentration of defects of these planer-silicon solar cells were 
subjected to change in order to find the electrical characterizations of the device. 
For our purpose, two Si layers with two different dopant concentrations of 1×???????? 
and 6×???????? were considered. For each certain dopant concentration, we had three 
different Si substrates thicknesses including, 2μm, 4μm and 8μm. The reason of this 
choice is that, we wanted to have the same study on the SiNW based solar cells being 
2μm, 4μm and 8μm long and compare the results with the planar structure. Therefore, it 
was necessary to choose the same thicknesses for silicon substrates in the planar structure 
as the SiNW configuration.  
Moreover, it was shown that there was a reduction in the value of ????as a result of an 
increase in the trap density (Nr) and decrease in the lifetime (τ). Therefore, due to the 
decrease in the photocurrent there was a reduction in the open circuit voltage. 
Furthermore, FF, which is determined by the recombination and carrier transport rate in 
the unit cell, decreased as a result of more recombination of minority carriers, when the 
tarp density was increased. Finally, the device efficiency dropped by 7.87%, when the 
trap density increased from ? ? ?????????to?? ? ????????. This is due to a reduction in 
the value of both short circuit current and open circuit voltage, which were discussed 
above. 
Although results showed an increase in the cell efficiency for thicker samples when Si 
was doped with 1×???????? atoms, it is demonstrated that in solar cells based on Si with 
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a dopant concentration of 6×???????? PCE did not improve in cells based on thicker Si 
substrates. In broad terms, in highly doped silicon substrates results showed that, current 
density, PCE and FF were almost the same for all the selected thicknesses of the silicon 
layer. 
By investigating the effect of dopant concentration on Si samples with the same 
thicknesses, it was understood that Si layers with higher dopant concentrations did not 
contribute into better cell efficiency. Although ????increased in a sample with a dopant 
concentration of 6×???????? compared to its counterpart having a dopant concentration 
of 1×????????, the current decreased dramatically in the highly doped one, as a result, 
the unit cell with the lower dopant concentration showed a higher cell efficiency.  
Therefore, we can conclude that as the dopant concentration of the Si substrate increases, 






 SINW/PEDOT:PSS SOLAR CELL MODELING   
In this work, the finite-element semiconductor-device software “Taurus Medici” from 
Synopsys is used to investigate the structure and functions of hybrid solar cells based on 
vertically well-aligned silicon nanowires (SiNWs) coated with a 20 nm long p-type 
polymer. Note that, the length, dopant concentration, and concentration of defects of the 
silicon were subjected to change in each simulation. Short circuit current density (JSC) has 
been shown to remain constant by increasing the trap density (defects) in the silicon 
layer. This is due to the radial junction providing short collection lengths, which makes 
photo generated carriers with low diffusion lengths to be separated at the junction. As an 
example, when the trap density increased from ? ? ?????????to?? ? ????????, the JSC 
remained constant about 12 ?????? while the open circuit voltage decreased from 0.435 
V to 0.125 V. JSC has also increased by growing the SiNW length because by increasing 
the length of SiNWs more photons can be captured by the active layer. However, 
increasing the length of the SiNW has decreased the open circuit voltage when the dopant 
concentration of SiNW was 6×1018cm-3 due to the increase in the area junction. Results 
show that VOC and JSC have increased by increasing silicon dopant concentration for all 
three different lengths of the silicon. The maximum external quantum efficiency of the 
unit cells was measured to be about 41% for the both dopant concentration 1? ???????? 
and 6? ????????, respectively. Moreover, the simulation results illustrate the effect of 
band alignment and photo generation on the electrical characteristics of the unit cell.   
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4.1. Device Structure  
In this work, a unit cell of a hybrid solar cell consisting of ordered arrays of Silicon 
nanowires dispersed in PEDOT:PSS polymer is modeled with Medici software. The 
silicon nanowires are supposed to be vertically aligned and connected to the Al and ITO 
as the back and front electrode, respectively. Furthermore, the silicon nanowires were 
assumed to have uniform spacing and uniform dimensions.  
Figure 4.1 is a schematic illustration of the device modeling in which the SiNWs are 4μm 
long and 50nm wide. As shown in Figure 4.2, due to the presence of symmetry in this 
structure, it can be divided into basic repeating unit cells.  
 
Figure 4.1  Schematic of a hybrid solar cell. 






Figure 4.2 A schematic of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS unit cell, which is implemented in the simulations. 
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Note that, in each unit cell the Si core is surrounded by PEDOT:PSS polymer with a 
thickness of 20 nm. The mentioned configuration is almost similar to the work done by 
Shiu et al [23]. In his work, the cell was a core-sheath heterojunction structure, fabricated 
from the well-aligned silicon nanowires SiNW/PEDOT:PSS. In other words, the cell 
structure can be defined as: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SiNW/Al. PEDOT: PSS which is a hole 
conductive polymer has coated the SiNWs as the p-type material to create a 
heterojunction with the n-type silicon core. SiNW arrays have been fabricated by 
electroless etching technique, from an n-type, 1-10 Ω-cm silicon wafers. 
In [23] the length of the SiNWs, PEDOT:PSS thickness and an average SiNW diameter is 
approximately to be 2.78μm, 20nm and 50nm, respectively. In addition, the spaces 
between the SiNWs have been reported to be about 100 nm to 200 nm.Note that, 
PEDOT:PSS and Si properties are illustrated in Table 3.1and Table 3.2, respectively.  
4.2. Simulation Results  
4.2.1. Effect of trap density or carriers lifetime on Jsc, Voc and PCE 
In this work, SiNW/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells with the length of 4μm and thickness 
of 50nm have been studied. As shown in Figure 4.2, the 20 nm thick PEDOT sheath is 
used as a p-type material to create a heterojunction with the n-type silicon with a carrier 
concentration of 6×1018cm-3. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, in the SiNW structure like the 
planar configuration, increase in the value of Nr (trap density) decreases the open circuit 
voltage while, the short circuit current JSC remains constant. This is again, due to the 
radial junction, which provides a short collection length for the photo-generated carriers 
with low diffusion lengths, to be collected at the junction. As can be seen in 4.1 and 4.2 
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Voc is dependent to the diffusion length. Therefore, when the trap density increases, or in 

















For example, when the trap density increases from 1×1012???? to 1×1017?????, the open 
circuit voltage will decrease from 0.435V to 0.125V, however, the short circuit current 
remains almost the same in this condition. As mentioned in Equation 3.3 and 3.7, by 
increasing the trap density the electron and hole lifetimes will decrease and as a result, 
diffusion length decreases.  Moreover, as it is demonstrated in Table 4.1, power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) has decreased by increasing the tarp density. The reason is 
that, by increasing the trap density???? remained almost constant while ???decreased, 
therefore PCE decreased.  
Based on Table 4.2, when there is a decrease in the ‘electron’ (majority carriers) lifetime 
from 10-7s to 10-9s, short circuit current remains almost the same because, by decreasing 
the lifetime of the majority carriers, hole (minority carriers) diffusion length will remain 
constant. However, open circuit voltage decreases from 0.35V to 0.275V because; Voc 
dramatically depends on the trap density in the depletion region. Note that, trap densities 
are assumed to be the same in the depletion region and the quasi neutral region. 
Moreover, by decreasing the ‘hole’ lifetime to 10-9s, the short circuit current remained 
almost the same while, the open circuit voltage decrease from 0.275 V to 0.235 V. This is 




Figure 4.3   J-V characteristics of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell with the length of 4μm and different 
trap densities. 
 




























































Table 4.1  Electrical charactestics of the SiNW/ PEDOT:PSS heterojunction solar cell for different silicon 
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Figure 4.4  J-V characteristics of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell with lengths of the 4μm and different 
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4.2.2. Effect of the SiNW length on Jsc, Voc and PCE: 
Based on a trap density of 1015 cm-3, J-V characteristics of a silicon nano wire (SiNW) 
coated with the PEDOT:PSS polymer is simulated. J-V curves of three different lengths 
of SiNW, including 2μm, 4μm and 8μm with dopant concentrations of 1×1016cm-3 and 
6×1018cm-3 are demonstrated in Figure 4.7and Figure 4.8, respectively.  
These simulations analyze the effect of increasing the length of SiNW on the short circuit 
current, open circuit voltage and power conversion efficiency. In each figure, the only 
parameter that was subjected to change was the unit cell length, and the PEDOT sheath 
maintained its thickness in all experiments. Note that, the lengths that are demonstrated in 
these figures are without considering the height of the electrodes.  
Figure  4.5 in which the dopant concentration is 1×1016cm-3, shows that when the length 
of SiNW increases from 2μm to 8μm, the short circuit current density (Jsc) increases from 
9.08 ??????to 12.06 ??????. The reason is that by increasing the length of SiNW 
more photons can be captured by the active layer. However, the open circuit voltage 
(VOC) has remained almost the same in these simulations. Furthermore, in radial P-N 
junction SiNWs, the collection length is short. Hence photo generated carriers with low 
diffusion lengths, can be collected. However, in the highly doped (6×1018cm-3) sample 
open circuit voltage decreased by increasing the length due to an increase in the area 
junction. Note that, as it is demonstrated in Table 4.3 and Figure  4.5 in both dopant 
concentration conditions (1×????cm-3 and 6×????cm-3) PCE has increased by increasing 
the length of the nano-wire. Finally, by increasing the SiNWs length FF has remained 
nearly constant in 1×????cm-3 dopant concentration mode and reduced in 6×????cm-3 as 
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Figure 4.5 Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different lengths 
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Figure 4.6 Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different lengths 





4.2.3. Effect of dopant concentration on Jsc, Voc and PCE 
Values of?????? ??? , power conversion efficiency and the fill factor for different dopant 
concentrations, which are calculated by the simulation software, are shown in Table 4.3 
and Figure  4.9. These table and figure show that, the open circuit voltage increases by 
increasing the dopant concentration of the silicon, in all three different lengths. The 
reason is that by increasing the dopant concentration, the built in potential will increase 
and hence open circuit voltage rises. 
 Results from Figure  4.9 show that, by increasing the dopant concentration, short circuit 
current will increase in the SiNW unit cell. The reason is that, when the dopant 
concentration increases, the conductivity of the device will increase, as a result Jsc 
increases.  
As shown in Table 4.3 and Figure  4.9 by increasing the dopant concentration from 
1×????????? to 6×???????? the Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) increases. This is 
because JSC and VOC increase by increasing the dopant concentration. Results show that, 
the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the hybrid solar cell, based on silicon with the 
length of 8μm, has increased from 2.7% to 3.5% when the dopant concentration 
increased from 1×????cm-3 to 6×????cm-3. As it is shown in Table 4.3 and Figure  4.9, 
fill factor (FF), which is determined by the recombination and carrier transport rate in the 
unit cell [30], has decreased by increasing the dopant concentration. For instance, FF for 
a SiNW with a length of 2μm and with dopant concentration of 6×????cm-3 is 69%, while 
the FF for the same length of Si but a different dopant concentration with a value of 
6×???????? is about 64%. 
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The output power versus resistivity of a SiNW unit cell, with a length of 8μm and a 
dopant concentration of 1×????cm-3 and 6×????????? are shown in Figure 4.10 and 




Figure 4.7  J-V characteristics of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell by varying the length of silicon nano 
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Figure 4.8  J-V characteristics of the SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell by varying the length of silicon nano 
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Simulation results of SiNW structure with length of 2μm  














1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.270 9.08 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.375 10.20 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 1.87 68.7 2.29 
2 ? ? ???? 2.44 63.79 2.90 
 
Simulation results of SiNW structure with length of 4μm  














1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.27 11.92 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.355 12.6 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 2.27 69.24 2.7 
2 ? ? ???? 2.76 61.70 3.28 
 
Simulation results of SiNW structure with length of 8μm  














1 ? ? ???? 1076 460.9 ? ? ???? 0.275 12.06 
2 ? ? ???? 113.6 74.5 ? ? ???? 0.325 14.93 
 




FF (%) PCE (%) 
1 ? ? ???? 2.30 69.35 2.73 
2 ? ? ???? 2.95 60.79 3.5 
 




































































Figure 4.9 Calculated values of solar cell principal parameters based on different dopant 






Figure 4.10  The power conversion efficiency versus load resistance for a SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell 
with a length of 8μm and dopant concentration of 1×1016cm-3. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 The power conversion efficiency versus load resistance for a SiNW/PEDOT:PSS solar cell 
with a length of 8μm and dopant concentration of 6×1018cm-3. 
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4.3. External quantum efficiency: 
 
External collection efficiency of the SiNW solar cells with the dopant concentration of 
1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm-3, and a length of 2 μm are plotted in Figure 4.12 and 
Figure 4.13 , respectively. Based on Figure 4.12, the maximum external quantum 
efficiency (EQE) for both of dopant concentrations (1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm-3), is 
41%, when the wavelength of the incident light is 540 nm. Note that, EQE over most of 
the visible spectrum is measured higher than 30%.  These figures indicate that the EQE at 
the near infrared range decreases gradually for the unit cell of both dopant concentrations 
(1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm3). Therefore, the incident light in the near infrared range 
should be absorbed by the bottom section of the SiNW and the light in the visible range, 
should be absorbed by the top section of the SiNW. In the case of the lower dopant 
concentration, the minority carrier has a higher lifetime so electron hole pairs (EHPs) can 
travel a longer distance. However, the unit cells with a higher dopant concentrations have 
lower lifetime so EHPs can travel a shorter distance.  
Nevertheless, in the radial junction SiNW solar cell, due to the short collection length in 
this geometry, even carriers with low diffusion lengths can reach the junction and be 
collected by the electrodes. Therefore, there is no difference between the external 







Figure 4.12  External collection efficiency of a SiNW solar cell, with a nano wire length of 2μm and dopant 





Figure 4.13  External collection efficiency of a SiNW solar cell, with a nano wire length of 2μm and dopant 
concentration of 6×1018cm-3. 
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4.4. Band Diagram 
 
The band diagram for a unit cell of SiNW and PEDOT:PSS for two different dopant 
concentrations of 1? ????cm-3 and 6? ????cm-3 are illustrated in Figure 4.14 and Figure 
4.15, respectively. The unit cell is a Si core with a diameter of 50nm, which is surrounded 
by the PEDOT polymer with a thickness of 20 nm. The photo-generated carriers can be 
separated at the junction of SiNW and the PEDOT:PSS polymer by a built-in potential. 
The ITO electrode collects the holes, whereas electrons are collected by the Aluminum 
contact. Note that, the direction of the incident light and hole transport are orthogonal in 
the radial junction structure. 
In Figure 4.14 due to a big difference between the dopant concentration of silicon and 
PEDOT:PSS, we cannot find the band bending in the conduction band and valence band 
clearly. However, as shown in Figure 4.15, by increasing the dopant concentration of the 
Si, and reducing the difference between the concentration of Si and polymer, band 
bending can be observed. Note that, the energy band diagram of PEDOT:PSS with a band 







Figure 4.14 The energy band diagram of a hybrid solar cell (PEDOT:PSS/n-type Silicon) with a dopant 
concentration of 1×1016 cm-3. 
 
 
Figure 4.15  The energy band diagram of a hybrid solar cell (PEDOT:PSS/n-type Silicon) with a dopant 
concentration of  6×1018 cm-3. 
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4.5. Photo generation 
The generation rate determines the number of electrons generated at each point in the unit 
cell, which is related to the absorption coefficient of the material. As shown in Figure 
4.16 the core of the unit cell which is silicon, has a higher photo generation rate as a 
result of higher absorption coefficient of silicon compared to PEDOT. Note that, the 
number of electron-hole pairs, which are generated either in polymer or in silicon, can be 
calculated by Equation 3.15. If we assume that the internal quantum efficiency is equal to 




Figure 4.16 Generation rate of EHPs in a SiNW/PEDOT:PSS unit cell as a function of distance. 
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4.6. Conclusion  
In this work, hybrid nano wire heterojunction solar cells, based on silicon and 
PEDOT:PSS polymer, have been studied with the device modeling software Medici. In 
this study, concentration of defects, the length and the dopant concentration of the SiNW, 
were subjected to change in order to find the electrical characterizations of the device. 
For our purpose, two SiNWs with dopant concentrations of 1×????cm-3 and 6×????cm-3 
were considered. For each certain dopant concentration we had three different lengths of 
SiNW including, 2μm, 4μm and 8μm. 
In this work, it was shown that by increasing the trap density (Nr), the value of Jsc was 
remained constant, while the lifetime value (τ) has been decreased. Therefore, due to the 
decrease in the lifetime, there was a reduction in the open circuit voltage. Finally, the 
device efficiency dropped 3.9%, when the trap density increased from 
? ? ?????????to?? ? ????????. This is due to a reduction in the value of open circuit 
voltage and constancy in the value of short circuit current. 
Based on the results, it was understood that in the SiNW doped with 1×????cm-3 and 
6×???????? atoms, longer samples had better solar cell efficiencies and Fill Factors. 
The reason is that by increasing the length of the SiNW each nano wire can capture more 
photons. Thus, the short circuit current will increase. Furthermore, it can be seen that 
when the dopant concentration is 1×????cm-3 the open circuit voltage (VOC) is essentially 
independent of the length of the SiNWs. However, when the dopant concentration is 
6×????cm-3 by increasing the length of SiNW the VOC decreased slightly due to an 
increase in the junction area. In other words, when the device is highly doped 
(6×????cm-3), the open circuit voltage, is dependent to the junction area. 
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By investigating the effect of dopant concentration on SiNW samples with the same 
length, it was understood that SiNWs with higher dopant concentrations have better cell 
efficiency. Although, results show that FF decreased by increasing the dopant 
concentration, Voc and JSC showed to increase by increasing the dopant concentration 
from 1×????cm-3 to 6×????cm-3. Furthermore, external quantum efficiency for the 
mentioned samples was simulated. Results showed that, when the dopant concentration 
of the cell changed, EQE remained constant.  In addition, Medici has simulated band 
diagrams of the Si/PDOT:PSS assembly. In the resultant figures, band bending can be 
observed when the dopant concentration of the Si increases to 6×????cm-3. 
Finally, photo-generation of the SiNW solar cell has been examined. Results showed that, 
photo generation decreases exponentially as the light goes further from the surface of the 











In this work, hybrid heterojunction solar cells based on planar-silicon/PEDOT:PSS 
polymer and SiNW/PEDOT:PSS have been simulated with the device modeling software 
Medici. The length, dopant concentration and the concentration of defects of these 
silicon-based solar cells were subjected to change in order to find the electrical 
characterizations. 
It was shown that by increasing the trap density, the value of the short circuit current 
decreased in the planar Si, while remained constant in the SiNW structure. Besides, fill 
factor and open circuit voltage decreased for both configurations due to the reduction in 
the lifetime of minority carries, whereas, the power conversion efficiency dropped 3.9% 
in SiNW and 7.87% in the planar-silicon structure by increasing the trap densities at the 
same amount.  
Results showed that, in both SiNW and planar-silicon structures, when the dopant density 
is? ? ????????, by increasing the Si material length, the solar cell efficiency will 
increase. However, it was found that when Si is doped with ? ? ????????atoms, in the 
planar-Si structure the current density and FF remained almost the same for all of the 
selected lengths. While, in the SiNW structure doped with ? ? ????????atoms, 
increasing the length of wires contributed in improving the short circuit current and 
consequently efficiency.     
By investigating the effect of dopant concentration on the planar configuration, it was 
found that Si substrates with higher dopant concentrations did not result in a better 
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efficiency. This is attributed to the reduction of current density in the highly doped 
planar-silicon layers. While in the SiNW structure, the wires with higher dopant 
concentrations have shown to have a better cell efficiency. The increase in the value of 
the open circuit voltage and short circuit current by increasing the dopant concentration is 
due to the short collection length in the radial SiNW/PEDOT:PSS junction solar cell.  
Analysis showed that, under the same conditions such as the same thickness of the active 
layer and dopant concentration, the planar-Si configuration has a higher efficiency 
compared to the SiNW configuration, which is due to considering only one SiNW in our 
simulation model. Although this assumption could help us to operate the simulations, but 
at the same time it led to neglecting the effect of light trapping that exists in the real 
device configuration, which consist of arrays of SiNWs.  Therefore, although Medici 
program is an accurate and powerful software in modeling the semiconductor devices, we 
were not able to show the light trapping effect through it. However, in order to make the 
best approximation in finding the effect of light trapping, we changed the source of light 
and angle of the illumination to the surface of the devise, however, results showed that 
these changes do not affect the short circuit current as long as the ray width covers the 
whole surface of the device. Nevertheless, the short circuit current decreased when the 
tilted angel was large enough so that, a small portion of light got out of the surface of the 
cell.   Moreover, to operate the simulations in the nano-scale order, we had to be too 




Another major problem that we faced in this study was the difficulty in finding the 
physical, optical and electrical properties of materials from the literatures due to 
ambiguity of the information, which is given in the articles. 
Note that, a matter of key importance in the SiNW solar cell fabrication is the high 
temperature processes of the P-N junction formation. Therefore, using the PEDOT:PSS 
solution-based polymer as the p-type material is suggested in order to overcome the 
mentioned challenge.  
Overall, in the planar-silicon/PEDET: PSS solar cell, the optimum device characteristics 
is concluded to be, the minimum possible trap density and dopant concentration in 
addition to the maximum acceptable Si substrate thickness. However, in the Si nano-wire 
structure, results showed that a device with the minimum possible trap density but at the 
same time maximum permissible dopant concentration and length, led to a better solar 
cell efficiency.  
5.1. Future work 
The studies in our work, tried to improve the understanding of the effect of material 
properties and the structure of hybrid solar cells on the principle parameters of the solar 
cells. However, some extra work is suggested to be done in the future to further improve 
the efficiency of the photovoltaic devices and decrease the fabrication costs.   
Firstly, it is suggested to fabricate these two hybrid solar cells (planar and SiNW 
structures) and measure all the principal parameters of the solar cell and then compare the 
results by the results obtained from the simulations.  
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Moreover, it is suggested to use other polymers such as P3HT instead of PEDOT:PSS to 
investigate the subsequent electrical characteristics of the device. Furthermore, exploiting 
p-type Si instead of n-type and create the p-n junction with a proper n-type polymer, 
because fabricating p-type Si is easier than n-type. In addition, since in the p-type Si the 
minority carriers are electrons a higher short circuit current can be expected because of 
the lighter weight of electrons compared to holes. 
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